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The initial purpose of this paper was to design a case study to assess LOTOS-T
[MFV 93] which is a temporal extension of LOTOS developed within the ESPRIT II
OSI95 project. However, we think that it can be useful for any proposed timed FDT.
It consists of a protocol composed of two entities and an underlying service
provider, whose behaviour is mainly based on various timing constraints such as
time-out, isochronism, rate-control, …
The selection of the mechanisms was guided by the two following characteristics:
- Realism: the selected mechanisms have been inspired by similar and existing pro-
tocol mechanisms or service facilities, even if we have tried to (over)simplify them
in order to focus the case study on the timing constraints.
- Temporal modelling facilities: this means that the specificity and the variety of the
timing constraints are intended to assess whether timed FDTs have enough power
and flexibility to tackle a maximum number of aspects of timed behaviours. Of
course, we do not pretend to have explored all possible timed behaviours which
may exist in protocols. We have simply tried to cover a broad spectrum of them.
Keywords: time,  FDT, case study, assessment.
1  Introduction
The main reason for the development of FDTs was to obtain a way to describe
services and protocols, in a manner that would be non ambiguous, clear and precise.
This required them to be expressive enough, to allow the description of the behaviour
of any system. Most of them indeed have the expressive power of a Turing machine.
This also required them to be designed so that the description of most of the classical
mechanisms could be made clear, with light constructs, and without having to use
"tricks". However, initially, most of the FDTs were conceived without integrating
explicitly any notion of time. In other words, it was not possible to describe easily the
influence of time on the behaviour of a system. The recourse to extremely heavy and
complicated artificial mechanisms was needed, leading to specifications of an
unacceptable complexity.
At the present time, because of an increasing number of protocols including
mechanisms where time plays a non negligible role, the real need to remedy to this
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problem has already led to the creation of many "timed" FDTs, most of which being
either new timed process algebra or quantitative time extensions of well-known
asynchronous process algebra. For example: ACP! [BaB 90], ACP t"# [Gro 90], ATP
(Algebra of Timed Processes) [NRS 90, NiS 91, NSY 91]1, CIRCAL [Mil 85], Estelle
[ISO 9074], LOTOS-T [MFV 92], Meije [AuB 84], PADS (Process Algebra for
Distributed Systems) [Azc 90], SCCS [Mil 83], SDL [CCITT Z100], TCCS [MoT
90], TIC [QAF 90], TiCCS (Timed CCS) [Wan 90, Wan 91], TiCSP (Timed CSP)
[ReR 88, Ree 90], Timed-arc PN [Wal 83], Timed PN [MeF 76], TinLOTOS (Timed-
Interaction LOTOS) [BLT 90], TLOTOS [Led 92], Timed LOTOS [LeL 92], U-
LOTOS & T-LOTOS [BoL 92], TPCCS [Haj 90, Han 91], TPL (Temporal Process
Language) [HeR 91].
As we can see, there exist many proposals, and interesting novelties appear
regularly. This situation reflects the diversity of the philosophies envisaged about the
way time should be introduced in the FDTs, and the variety of the options explored in
order to realize them. An overview and synthesis may be found in [NiS 92], a
classification is also proposed in [LeL 93].
But questions thus arise: are all the choices equally valuable? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of each one? What are the improvements a given
formalism would require? We think that the most instructive way to get pieces of
answers to these questions is simply to try to apply these FDTs to a concrete case. The
main reason is that this seems to be the only way to determine the difficulties that
could arise, and the deficiencies or the needs they will bring to light.
However, until now, most of the researches on timed FDTs did remain within a
quite theoretical scope, the most complex example of practical use being often a
simple alternating bit protocol (other examples are also treated in [Han 91]). Anyway,
applying a timed FDT to the specification of a real system is not the ideal way to
assess it. Two main reasons for this:
- It is likely that a real system will confront with only a limited number of problems,
among the ones a timed FDT should be able to treat.
- Usually, the majority of the features of a real system are not concerned by timing
aspects, and one would waste much time in specifying them.
It thus appeared to us that the definition of a case study, specially designed for the
assessment of timed FDTs, would be useful, in particular to the authors of such FDTs.
In this perspective, our work of assessment of LOTOS-T [MFV 93], developed within
the ESPRIT II OSI95 project, gave us the opportunity to propose the case study we
present in this paper. We did not focus it on LOTOS-T, and we think it could be of
interest for any proposed timed FDT.
It consists of a protocol that groups together several mechanisms, chosen according
to two main criteria:
- Either because they correspond to "classical", often encountered, mechanisms.
- Or because they illustrate the need for some facilities that, according to our
knowledge of several formalisms, appear to be among the usual deficiencies we
noticed.
____________
1 A new formalism based on ATP but with some different properties (e.g. the possibility of a dense
time domain) is presented in [NSY 92]
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The well-known time-out or the rate control are examples of the first type
mechanisms. Also, the present development of the R.N.I.S. confronts us with the
specification of isochronous systems, with discrete variations of the period.
Among the special difficulties, let us point out:
- The problems related to the definition of non-deterministic delays. Such delays are
an useful abstraction, for instance to describe a propagation time into a transmission
medium.
- The possibility for the temporal data to be treated and manipulated as any other data
type. Many mechanisms (for instance congestion avoidance mechanisms) adapt
their behaviour according to temporal information they deduce from the
observation of their environment.
- The freedom to treat time as a dense or as a non dense domain. Some timed FDTs
are restricted to a discrete time domain. Using a discrete time domain requires a
careful definition of the grain of time of the specified system, in order to be able to
express any timed constraint w.r.t. this basic unit of reference. This turns out to be
inconvenient in a practical design, in which the grain of time is tightly bound to the
abstraction level of the specification. Therefore, when a process is refined, this may
require the selection of a smaller grain of time, and the whole specification needs to
be rewritten for consistency. Such problems can be avoided by using a dense time
domain, like the rational numbers.
- And, last but not least, as this request usually appears to be both the most
fundamental one and the most difficult to tackle: the ability to express some
constraints on the occurrence of interactions between concurrent processes. This
capability is, in particular, of prime importance to allow for the specification in a
structured style (see next chapter).
Although we have tried to keep it realistic, this case study is mainly focused on the
timing aspects, and we have lightened it from the details that were not relevant to this
concern.
2  Expressiveness and Style
Before describing the case study, we would like to come back to an important point,
and bring some more ideas about it: What is a "good" timed FDT? And thereby, what
could be a good specification of this case study?
As we already said above, one should not think that the (theoretical) expressive
power is the sole criterion to assess the capabilities of an FDT. This is a very naive
approach which does not give any interesting results. The reason is that most non-
temporal FDTs (e.g. Basic LOTOS, CCS, … but not Petri Nets) have already the
maximal expressing power, i.e. they can express Turing machines, and thus are able in
particular to express quantitative timed behaviours.
In other words, every timed FDT permits probably to describe the case study we
present here. But what we really need is an FDT that provides compact and readable
solutions to these problems. The keywords are therefore “flexibility”, “facility”,
“readability” and “modularity” rather than “(theoretical) expressive power”.
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Another keyword is also often encountered in this context: the style of a formal des-
cription. In LOTOS, four styles have been proposed [VSS 88], each one presenting its
own advantages. Among them, the most useful are usually the constraint-oriented
style and the resource-oriented style. The constraint-oriented style (for more
information, see [Bri 89]) is the most important during the first stage of the design
because it is structured and extensional. That means that it allows the production of
abstract, modular and easily extensible specifications, which are fundamental
properties at this stage. The resource-oriented style is the one that best allows the
structured description of possible implementations. This concept of style could be
extended to some other FDTs which have a parallel composition operator à la
LOTOS. The idea is that one should be able, when it is possible, to choose the most
convenient style in accordance with the aim of the specification. In particular, the
structure brought by the styles appears to be of paramount help, if not simply
mandatory at all, to master the complexity of large systems .
So, we think that the objective when trying to extend FDTs with time, must not
simply be to allow clear and light descriptions of timed behaviours but also to provide
the capability to choose the style of them. Trying to describe the case study according
to different styles is thus a good test in order to determine whether this requirement is
met or not. According to our own experience, the most difficult problems would be
faced with the constraint-oriented style.
3  The Tick-Tock Case Study
The Tick-Tock system is a protocol composed of two entities and an underlying
service, which we will simply call sender, receiver and service. Let us recall that
although we have tried to keep it realistic, it is lightened from the details that are not
relevant to timing aspects.
It will first be defined in a simpler version, limited to its main features, in order to
exhibit the essential constraints that need to be described. Then, as options, some
more complex mechanisms will be presented, which could be encountered in practice
and create new problems.
The three elements of the system will be described mainly as "black boxes", through
the different constraints imposed to their observable behaviours, and without any
detail on their internal organization. This suggests to try to specify them, as far as
possible, in a structured and abstract style (e.g. the constraint-oriented style in
LOTOS), in order to reflect at best the separation of timing concerns. If some a priori
independent mechanisms cannot be specified independently of each other but must be
combined in a single process, this should be considered as a shortcoming or, stated
otherwise, as a lack of support of modularity. Such intertwinings would be especially
annoying for the description of real (i.e. large) protocols. But, of course, one is invited
to check that specifying in the other styles is possible too.





Se-SAP Se-SAP R-SAP R-SAP
Fig. 3.1 Sketch of the system
The parameters that appear in the definition will never be given a precise value:
everyone is free to realize its own implementation. However, we will sometimes point
out some obvious rules that should be satisfied to preserve a sensible functioning.
We will use, in the sequel, a referential time unit, simply called "unit". Note
however that this "unit" is not an elementary grain of time: the times expressed in the
following description could be fractions of a unit.
4  Presentation of the Simple Version of the System
4.1 Service
In order to keep things simple, we have restricted the service specification to its inter-
actions with its two users, sender and receiver, through their respective SAPs. Under
these conditions, service can be characterized as follows:
Service Primitives: They carry a 48-byte cell as parameter. Primitives are instanta-
neous and atomic events. Our system is so simplified (the exchanges are always done
between the same two SAPs) that no other parameter needs to be specified. In the
sequel, these exchanges between the service and its users will simply be referred to as
cells instead of primitives.
Isochronism: The given service is isochronous: a cell from sender is only accepted at
some precise, punctual instants, that follow one another regularly in time, with a given
rate (period: $ units). An opportunity of emission can be neglected by sender. Just one
cell can be exchanged at any instant.
Spacing Between the Deliveries: There is always a delay of at least % units between
two successive deliveries at a same SAP.
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Transmission Delays: A cell is always delivered between "min and "max after its
emission.
Immediate Acceptation: A cell offered to receiver must be immediately accepted by
receiver. If it is not possible, service losses the cell immediately.
Loss Free Transmission: The previous point describes the only way a cell received
from sender can be lost: no cell is lost during the transit through service.
FIFO-Ordering of Cells: The cells arrive in their emission order.
The last two constraints - "Loss free transmission" and "FIFO-ordering of cells" - are
not strictly necessary and might seem less realistic. However, they help to avoid
unnecessary complications either in the specification of the service or in the definition
of other mechanisms that we will meet later.
4.1.1 Comments About Service
It is mandatory that a delivered cell be accepted immediately by receiver or be lost.
With just one constraint (Transmission delays) to determine the instant of arrival of a
cell, expressing this urgency would have been easy with most of the formalisms. That
is the reason why we have tried to introduce an additional constraint (the minimal
delay % between two successive deliveries), that can modify the result of the first one,
and thereby makes it impossible to impose urgency unilaterally. So, this problem of
expressing urgency will have to be solved as a joint effect of the two constraints, a
task for which most of the formalisms are not directly kited out (remember that, with
concern of clarity, a structured and abstract style is suggested to specify the system,
which supposes a separate representation of the different temporal constraints).
Let us notice that there is no incompatibility between the constraint "transmission
delays" and the constraints "spacing between the deliveries" and "FIFO-ordering of
cells", as long as the period of admission $ is greater than or equal to the minimal
delay between two deliveries %.
Besides this difficulty, the modelling of service also faces the problem of describing
an isochronous system and of an undetermined delay between two bounds.
4.2 Sender
This entity multiplexes on service the data received from its n users, with which it
communicates through their respective Se-SAP. It is characterized as follows:
Received Data: Sender receives from its users primitives that contain 3 parameters :
- a source address (20 bytes)
- a destination address (20 bytes)
- a SDU (we propose, for reasons of simplicity, that the size of each SDU be a
multiple of 40 bytes)
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Minimal Delay Between Primitives on a Given Se-SAP: On a given Se-SAP, every
primitive must be at least spaced out from the previous one by a delay that is
proportional to the size of its own SDU (& units per 40 bytes).
Emitted Data: Sender emits 48-byte cells on service, through their common SAP.
Emission of a Cell: Sender, when it desires to emit a cell, waits for an opportunity
from service. When service is ready, the operation occurs immediately. If it has
nothing to emit, sender just neglects the offers of service.
Segmentation of a SDU: Each SDU received by sender is emitted on service as a se-
quence of consecutive 48-byte cells. This sequence corresponds to the segmentation
of the SDU into 40-byte fragments, completed with a 6-byte header and a 2-byte
trailer. The sequence begins with a cell that carries the source and destination
addresses.
Identification of the SDU: Each SDU receives an identification number that, from
SDU to SDU, is increased of one unit, following the order determined by the instant
of occurrence of the primitive. This number is written in the second and third bytes of
the header of each cell.
Order of Emission of the Cells Related to Different SDUs: All the cells related to a
SDU are emitted consecutively. The order of emission between the cells from differ-
ent SDUs follows the one determined by the instant of occurrence of the primitives.
Order of Emission of the Cells Related to a Same SDU: The fourth byte and the
first six bits of the fifth byte of the header of each cell indicate the rank, in the initial
SDU, of the 40-byte fragment carried. These values are set to zero for the first cell of
the sequence (the one that carries the source and destination addresses).
Emission of the Cells Related to a SDU: The order of emission of the cells corres-
ponds to the one indicated by the fourth byte and the first six bits of the fifth byte of
their header.
Minimal Delay Before the Emission of a Cell: A cell that is ranked x in the order of
emission of the cells related to its SDU cannot be emitted before a delay  (x * ') after
the occurrence of the primitive.
Types of Cells: The last two bits of the fifth byte of the header of each cell indicate
its type as follows:
00 -> the cell carries the source and destination addresses ;
01 -> the cell carries a fragment of a SDU that is not the last one ;
10 -> the cell carries the last fragment of a SDU.
In the case of a 40-byte SDU, a 10-type cell follows directly the 00-type one.
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Urgency of the Emission: Sender emits its cells as soon as it is allowed to, according
to the previous rules.
4.2.1 Comments About Sender
Sender presents mainly two potential difficulties. First, one must be able to express an
ASAP (As Soon As Possible) constraint between sender when it wants to emit and
service when it agrees to receive a cell. This case is a typical example of the need for
such constraints.
Next, one must try to express in a light and clear way, how the delay between two
consecutive primitives on a same Se-SAP is related to the size of the SDU carried by
the last one. In particular, this supposes the ability to treat time values as data.
4.3 Receiver
This entity de-multiplexes on its users the data received from sender through service.
Received Data: Receiver receives 48-byte cells from service through the SAP that
joins them.
Frequency of Receptions: Receiver always listens to service, except during a period
of "deafness" of ( units after the receipt of a cell.
Prolongation of the Deafness: An undetermined prolongation of the "deafness" may
occur, because of internal congestion reasons.
Emitted Data: Receiver offers to its users primitives that carry two parameters: a
source address and a SDU.
Creation of the Primitives: Receiver proposes a primitive for every SDU properly
received and reassembled. This means that all the cells of the sequence have been re-
ceived successively and in the right order. These conditions can be checked thanks to
the parameters carried by the cells.
Emission Point of a Primitive: A primitive is proposed on the R-SAP that corre-
sponds to the received destination address.
Discipline of Exit: If more than one SDU happen to wait on a same R-SAP, they will
be proposed one by one, according to a FIFO discipline.
Minimal Delay Between Primitives on a R-SAP: On a R-SAP, every primitive is at
least spaced out from the previous one by a delay proportional to the size of its SDU
() units per 40 bytes).
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4.3.1 Comments About Receiver
As it is defined here, receiver does not present special difficulties. Let us notice that it
would be logical for the usual "deafness" delay ( to be smaller than the minimal delay
% between the delivery of two consecutive cells by service.
5 Description of Additional Features
5.1 Adaptation of the Access Period to Service
The period between two consecutive interaction offers made by service may vary in
time. The aim is to adapt the access to service to the presumed needs of sender,
estimated from the use sender makes of the actual capacities he has at its disposal.
The mechanism proposed here segments the stream of proposals into consecutive
and separated sequences of 10 proposals, at the end of which service is allowed to
modify the period. Two main rules apply:
- at the end of a sequence, if all the offers have been accepted (10 cells have been
emitted), the period is divided by two.
- at the end of 3 consecutive sequences, during which the period has not been
updated by the previous or the present rule, the period is multiplied by a coefficient
determined thanks to the following table, according to the number of proposals
effectively used among the 30. (Multiplying by 1, in the case 26 --> 30, is also
considered to be an update.)
Table 5.1 Determination of the multiplying coefficient









Bounds are however imposed on the possibilities of variation of the period, which
must always remain between * and + units. Remember that initially, the period is
supposed to be  equal to $ units.
5.2 "Crash" of Service
At any instant, without any reason, service may "crash". All the cells in transit are
then lost and service needs an unpredictable delay before restarting. It restarts free of
any cell and with a period $.
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5.3 Rate-Control at the Access to the Service Provided by Sender
In section 4.2., a minimal delay between primitives occurring at a Se-SAP has been
introduced. It may be interpreted as a kind of rate-control or any other kind of upper
limit on the capabilities of sender. In this section, two other mechanisms are
introduced which do not replace the minimal delay, but add rate-control mechanisms
of a different nature. They impose an upper bound to the average rate sender accepts.
Their effects are described by the next two additional constraints:
Individual Control on Each Se-SAP: Through each Se-SAP, during any period of ,
units, the amount of information exchanged in the SDUs must not exceed - blocks of
40 bytes. In other words, at any instant, a primitive may occur at a given Se-SAP only
if the size (expressed in blocks of 40 bytes) of the SDU it carries is smaller than or
equal to - minus the sum of the sizes of the SDUs carried by all the primitives that
have occurred at this Se-SAP since , units of time (or since the start of sender if it has
been functioning for less than , units of time).
However, a primitive that carries a SDU with more than - blocks of 40 bytes (let us
say . blocks, with . > - ) can be accepted if it is spaced out from the previous
primitive on the Se-SAP (or from the start of sender) by a delay that is at least of ((. /
-) * ,) units.
Figure 5.1 illustrates this mechanism, with , = 4 and - = 202.







Fig. 5.1 Illustration of the individual control mechanism
____________
2 Note that , and - are not necessarily natural numbers.
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A vertical bold line indicates the occurrence of a primitive at a given instant, and the
size of its SDU. The horizontal or oblique lines above grey surfaces indicate, at each
time, the maximal possible size of SDU that could be accepted. Initially, the maximal
size is 20 (blocks of 40 bytes). Primitives carrying a SDU of more than 20 blocks are
not yet allowed. At time 1, a SDU of size 5 is accepted and the maximal authorised
size decreases of 5 units. At time 2, a SDU of size 10 is accepted and the maximal
authorised size decreases of 10 units. At time 5, i.e. 4 time units after its occurrence,
the first SDU stops being taken into account in the sum of the sizes, and the maximal
authorised size grows of 5 units. At time 6, the same occurs for the second SDU. At
this time, i.e. 4 time units after the occurrence of the last primitive, primitives carrying
a SDU of more than 20 blocks begin to be accepted. The maximal authorised size
grows proportionally to the elapsed time. At time 8,  such a primitive occurs. Its effect
is that for 4 units of time, i.e. until it stops being taken into account in the sum of the
sizes, no primitive at all can be accepted.
Global Control of all the Se-SAPs: Through the whole set of Se-SAPs, during any
period of / units, the amount of information exchanged in the SDUs must not exceed
µ blocks of 40 bytes.
However, a primitive that carries a SDU with more than µ blocks of 40 bytes (let us
say . blocks, with . > µ) can be accepted if it is spaced out from the previous
primitive on all the Se-SAPs of sender (or from the start of sender) by a delay that is
at least of ((. / µ) * /) units.
This mechanism is totally similar to the previous one but cares for all the Se-SPAs
at a time.
5.4 Rate-Control on the Reception of Cells by Receiver
A rate-control mechanism, aimed at preventing the congestion of receiver, limits both
its capability to accept cells from service and to keep SDUs not yet accepted by the
users. The constraints "frequency of receptions" and "prolongation of the deafness" of
the simplified definition are forgotten and replaced by the following ones.
First Sufficient Condition to Accept a Cell: A cell proposed by service is accepted
if, at this moment3, the difference between the number of blocks of 40 bytes already
received and the number of blocks of 40 bytes already evacuated (the notion of
evacuation will be explained later) by the entity since the beginning of its functioning
is smaller than 0. The only bytes taken into account when counting the received or
evacuated blocks are the ones from the exchanged SDUs, thus excluding the ones
from the headers, the trailers or the source and destination addresses.
Second Sufficient Condition to Accept a Cell: When the first condition alone does
not apply, a cell proposed by service is however accepted if, and only if, there exists
at least one SDU among the ones proposed to the users that has been waiting for more
than ! units to be accepted. The oldest of the SDUs in this situation is immediately
____________
3 Remember that the offers of service are "punctual", they must be accepted immediately or never.
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deleted and the next SDU on the same R-SAP (according to the FIFO rule), if it
exists, takes its place.
Let us insist on the fact that one deletes an old enough SDU only if and when it is
expressly necessary.
Evacuation of Bytes:  There are three ways to evacuate some bytes:
- the bytes of a complete SDU are considered evacuated at the instant of occurrence
of the primitive that transmits it from receiver to its user ;
- the bytes of the already received fragments of a still incomplete SDU are
considered evacuated at the moment when one notices that a loss occurred, that
definitely prevents a correct reassembling of the SDU (this case is detailed in the
next point) ;
- when there is a lack of place to receive a coming cell, we saw that a complete SDU,
waiting for delivery, can possibly be deleted if it is waiting for more than ! units.
Evacuation Policy of the Useless Fragments: The main rule is simple: the already
received fragments of a still incomplete SDU (a "last fragment" 10-type cell is not yet
arrived) are evacuated if, and when, a cell arrives that is not the expected one, either
because it does not carry the right sequence number, or because it carries an
identification number different from the current SDU's one. The faulty cell is also
thrown away, except if it is a "first fragment" 00-type cell, that announces the arrival
of a new SDU. Also, if there is currently no pending SDU, either because the last cell
arrived was of 10-type, or after the arrival of an unexpected cell that is not a 00-type
one, each new cell arriving that is not of the 00-type will be rejected.
Another rule is added to this main one, that prevents from keeping fragments
waiting for the arrival of a new cell, when it is known that, without loss, this cell had
to arrive within a certain time. A time-out mechanism is then implemented, that is
restarted after the arrival of each new cell and evacuates the pending fragments when
it expires. The value of this time-out theoretically depends on the access period to
service that, as we saw in a previous improvement, may vary in time in a non
negligible way. Receiver thus tries to estimate this period, and at each restarting, a
new time-out value is recalculated, according to the next formula: (2 * min-delay + 3
* marge). In this formula, min-delay is the smallest delay between two consecutively
received cells noticed since (29 * *) units and marge is the difference between the
maximal and the minimal possible transmission delays from sender to receiver
(marge = "max - "min). If some cells are lost, or if their emissions were spaced out by
a long period, it might happen that min-delay be quite important, or even do not exist,
because less than two cells were received for the previous (29 * *) units. The time-out
value must however always remain smaller than (+ + marge) units. It will then be
reduced to this value if it happens to be greater, or if min-delay does not exist (* and
+ are the previously defined minimal and maximal bounds on the access period to
service).
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5.5 Comments About the Additional Features
As announced, these features present different, and quite complex mechanisms that
could be practically encountered. Especially, the rate-control of receiver, and the
adaptation of the access period to service request the ability for the formalism to treat
the temporal values as any data type, and the "crash" scenario of service poses a
problem that, according to us, could sometimes be difficult to solve in a smart way: an
interruption that can occur at any time without any reason.
6 Conclusion
The objective of this case study was to propose a large panel of temporal mechanisms
that could be faced while specifying real protocols or services and that a temporal
FDT should thus be able to describe in a smart way. In comparison to an already
existing, real protocol or service, this case study presents, in our opinion, two
advantages:
- all its features not directly relevant to the time have been (over)simplified;
- it offers a wider scope of possible aspects of time modelling.
We thus think, and hope, that it could be of interest to anyone who would like to test
a temporal FDT in a more concrete situation, as did the Abracadabra service and
protocol and the Daemon Game examples [ISO 10167] for the "classical" FDTs.
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